
Anne-Marie has laughed off rumors she is set to join
Clean Bandit full-time. The 'Alarm' hitmaker poured
cold water on gossip that after featuring on their hit

single 'Rockaybe' and the departure of violinist Neil Milan
she is to join the pop group.  Speaking exclusively to BANG
Showbiz, she said: "No. That is wrong. It's just rumors. I am
not going to do that. They are amazing and I love
'Rockabye' and singing with them." The 26-year-old pop
star feels like she has come a long way since featuring on
the number one song and from her collaboration with
drum and bass trio Rudimental, 'Rumor Mill', but she looks
back on her time working with her peers fondly and has
learnt so much from them. She said: "I have definitely
moved on from that now. I think Rudimental was a massive
part of my life and such a great place and people and
learning curve to be a part of. There is no going back now."
When the 'Ciaos Adios' singer found out that 'Rockabye'
had gone to number one she partied a little too hard on a
plane and after being plied with champagne she almost
got kicked off the flight. She previously revealed: "I ended
up so drunk on this plane and I was running up and down
the aisles singing! I was making everyone else hate me and
being so annoying. "I t was just l ike that scene in
'Bridesmaids' when she goes into first class drunk! It was so
fun though." 
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Shaun Ryder says cycling got him off drugs. The Black Grape frontman
- who previously admitted his heroin habit was out of control by
1992 - has been clean for over 15 years and credits cycling with help-

ing him to kick drugs completely. He told The Guardian newspaper: "It was
cycling that got me off drugs. I'd get on my bike very early in the morning
and keep cycling until very late at night, day after day, until it was out of
the system. I was pedalling from 8am until 11pm. But once that's done,
you still have to deal with the mental stuff." Shaun, 54, had previously tried
to quit heroin by using a stomach implant but it was an utter disaster. He
said: "Trying to quit heroin using a stomach implant was disastrous. I tried
it in 1995 when it was still a new thing. The problem was that they with-

draw you while you're out unconscious, and I expected to wake up feeling
fine. But I didn't. I woke up and it was  murderous." Shaun also revealed
that he and his daughters had tickets for Ariana Grande's concert at the
Manchester Arena last month, where 22 people died in a terrorist bomb-
ing, but they decided not to go at the last minute. He explained: "We were
supposed to be at the Ariana Grande show the night of the attack. We had
tickets. We'd done Little Mix there a couple of months before and my girls
were hoping to meet her. But it was a sunny night, we'd been out for ice
cream and they didn't mention it, so we didn't go."
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Anne-Marie's tattoos are the story of her life. The
'Alarm' hitmaker has revealed that she has several
inkings on her body which are handwritten by the

people who have taught her a lesson in life. One of them is
the word forgiveness, as the 26-year-old singer admits she
sometimes finds it too hard to forgive people. Speaking to
BANG Showbiz, she said: "All of my tattoos are written by
the people who have taught me what the thing is. My best
friend taught me a lot about forgiveness so this is his
handwriting. I do forget to forgive sometimes so its good
to have it on my shoulder to remind me. The tattoos will
go on and on. I've got 'trust' tattooed on me and I have a
tattoo on my finger that's for my parents. I just love to get
stuff that's really meaningful. I want my tattoos to be a sto-
ry of my life." The blonde beauty performed at Barclaycard
presents British Summer Time Hyde Park last night in sup-
port of Justin Bieber. Asked what else makes her feel confi-
dent in front of a big festival crowd, She said recently: "My
band make me feel really happy and comfortable. Trying
to keep real. I love touring and I love singing love. I feel at
home wherever I am to be honest." Joining Anne-Marie
and the 'Sorry' hitmaker on the bill are rising stars Jain,
Mabel Nina Nesbitt, Will Heard, James Hersey, Louis The
Child, Shepherd, Anna Of The North, Skinny Living and
Dagny. Martin Garrix and Tove Lo were previously con-
firmed too. Also performing at BST this July are Green Day
(July 1), Kings Of Leon (July 6) and The Killers (July 8).

Gibb wants to pen a track for Gallagher 

Barry Gibb wants to write a song for Liam
Gallagher. The 70-year-old Bee Gees legend
has a lot of respect for the former Oasis

frontman and despite being close pals with his
bitter rival and sibling Noel Gallagher, 50, the
'Stayin' Alive' hitmaker wouldn't rule out getting
into the studio with the 'Wall of Glass' singer.
Speaking exclusively to BANG Showbiz at the O2
Silver Clef Awards at London's Grosvenor House
Hotel on Friday Gibb said: "Of course I would
[write a song for Liam Gallagher] but you have to
be asked. You really can't just say, ' I'm going to
write a song for so and so'. Usually so and so has
to ask you but I recognize great opportunities
when they come by and if that's the case I'll do it."
And should Gibb and Liam, or indeed Liam's
brother, ever collaborate in the near future, get-

ting in a recording studio together shouldn't be
an issue as Noel is believed to live close by. Gibb
continued: "I would love it (to work with Noel). I
would love it because I love him and love them
(Noel and Liam) together. I love oasis. He's only
down the street from me out there in
Beaconsfield. I don't think it's Beaconsfield but it's
very close by." Gibb is used to being in a band
with siblings - Maurice and Robin who sadly
passed away - and can empathize with any broth-
erly fall-outs, so he doesn't think an Oasis reunion
is on the cards despite the constant rumors.
Asked what he thinks the chances are, Gibb said:
"No. I know about brothers. Nobody can bring
people back together again, certainly not me."

Phil Collins kicked off Barclaycard presents British Summer
time Hyde Park on Friday night with a greatest hits set
which covered his entire five-decade spanning career.

The music legend opened with 'Another Day In Paradise', fol-
lowed by 'Something Happened On The Way To Heaven' and
Genesis classic 'Follow You Follow Me'. Speaking to the sell-out
crowd, Phil, 66, thanked everyone for coming and admitted he
had missed playing during his hiatus from the music business.
He said: "Good evening Hyde Park, good evening London. I do
understand that I said I wasn't going to do this anymore. The
truth is that I missed you ... so let's have some fun." After
singing 'Wake Up Call' from his album 'Testify', Phil then intro-
duced his entire band, which included his 16-year-old son
Nicholas on drums. Nicholas took his dad's place on the iconic
drum solo from 'In The Air Tonight' and Phil couldn't stop him-
self from smiling as he proudly looked on. Phil had to perform
sitting in a chair for the duration of the concert due to his back
problems but he health issues didn't dampen his performance
or the atmosphere. After playing 'Easy Lover' and 'Sussudio'
Phil returned for an encore of 'Take Me Home' and he got off
his seat and abandoned his walking stick for the final track.
Phil's former Genesis bandmate Mike Rutherford performed
earlier in the evening with his band Mike + The Mechanics and
concert goers were also treated to sets by Blondie, The New
Power Generation - made up of Prince's former bandmates -
and Starsailor. BST Hyde Park continues with Green Day head-
lining the festival on Saturday night and fans can go to Bst-
hydepark.com to purchase tickets.
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The Rolling Stones will reportedly earn £2 million from
a new album. The veteran rockers have reportedly
had their contract renewed by their label Universal,

and frontman Sir Mick Jagger and guitarist Keith Richards,
both 73, have recently been in recording studios in London
and New York working on new material. According to the
Daily Mail newspaper, the group - which also includes
Charlie Watts, 76, and 70-year-old Ronnie Wood - plan to
release a live compilation album in time for this Christmas,
and then a new studio LP will follow to coincide with the
end of their upcoming European tour. A source said: "Both
Mick and Keith would rather be carried off stage in a coffin
than give up their great love - writing and making music.
"They were experimenting in the studio earlier this year,
and everything just gelled. They ended up with around 15

tracks which they have cut down to album-length, and
when the label execs heard it they were thrilled. "Age is no
barrier to brilliant music, and there is no doubt the new
stuff will sell." The 'Sympathy for the Devil' hitmakers
released a new album last year, 'Blue and Lonesome' - a
collection of blues covers - and it went straight to the top
of the charts. Meanwhile, the band recently apologized for
the lack of UK dates on their 13-date European tour - which
will see them kick off their brand new set, at Hamburg's
Stadtpark on September 8 before wrapping up at the U
Arena in Paris on October 22 - and promised to return in
2018. They tweeted: "Sorry to our UK fans there are no UK
dates on this, due to lack of available venues because of
sporting fixtures. Hope to be here in 2018. (sic)"

Rolling Stones to release new album 

Anne-Marie denies she is 

joining Clean Bandit full-time TLC won't make another album.  The 'Waterfalls' hitmak-
ers recently made their comeback with their crowdfund-
ed self-titled LP, but have no desire to put out another

full-length release because of how hard the record industry
has become.  However, Rozonda 'Chilli' Thomas - who is joined
by Tionne 'T-Boz' Watkins as the remaining members of the
90s girl group after third member Lisa 'Left Eye' Lopes died in
a car crash in 2002 - has vowed to keep on touring with her
bandmate.  Speaking to The Sun newspaper about going
bankrupt despite selling 70 million records, Chilli said: "You
are just out there working hard, not making anything, but
they are making all the money. It was because of our contracts
and when people aren't advising you the proper way. After
our first album there was no renegotiation when your contract
is jacked up.  "That's why we said, shall we do this just one
more time? It is definitely not the end of TLC as far as touring
but making an album is difficult. The business has changed a
lot." On the new TLC record the girls teamed up with Ron Fair
as executive producer, who has worked with Christina
Aguilera, Mary J. Blige and The Black Eyed Peas. The first single
to be taken from the album, 'Way Back', features Snoop Dogg -
something which has been a lifelong ambition.  The girls even
had Michael Jackson's musicians on the album. Rozonda said:
"Working with Snoop has been a dream come true while Ron
added the horns and put his magic on the record. All of the
horns you hear on tracks like Joy Ride, Way Back and Sunny
are played by the same guys that played on Michael Jackson's
Bad and Thriller. That was surreal and epic." The 'No Scrubs' hit-
makers used a kickstarter campaign to make their first studio
album in 15 years, and were able to raise over $430,000 for the
record thanks to donations from fans, including Katy Perry,
Bette Midler, and New Kids on the Block. 'TLC' is out now.

TLC won't make another album 


